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The Value of Play 

MICHAEL HUTTER* 

Bring two worlds together, like the worlds of economics and art, and something new 
will happen. Michael Hutter, professor of economics at Witten Herdecke University in 
Germany, proves the point with his following contribution to our conversation. As his 
recent presidency of the Association of Cultural Economics should indicate, he has 
done a great deal of research on the economics of the arts. Not content with the stan
dard economic framework, he brought in ideas from other fields like philosophy and 
communication theory. The result of his creative research shows here in the form of a 
theory of play. 

At the time he first presented his ideas to us they were possibly too fresh or novel to 
make much of a difference. We struggled with the consequences of applying his notion 
of play. In the meantime he has fleshr!d out his ideas and now their importance for the 
discussion is clear. His plays of meaning not only encourage us to see the differences 
between practices in economics and the arts, but also compel us to investigate the ways 
in which they can interaa. In the ne:;: rounds of the discussion the notion of play has 
to play an aaive role. 

Introduction: In Search of a Theory of Interdependent Self-organisation 

THROUGH many of the contributions to this volume runs the notion that 
"the art world" has an existence and development apart from economic 
action. It is significant that the term used is art world, not art seaor. A world 

is something in itself, something with a self-generated border, while a sector is a 
part of some larger entity. Art does generate products that can be recorded just like 
those of any other economic sector. Still, many observers perceive art as a social 
form that has its own way of organizing itself. Marketable products are seen as 
spin-offs of that process, not as its cause, as in the case of conventional industries. 

Economic science has been the first among the social sciences to make the con
cept of self-organisation productive. The concept has been continuously altered 
and improved. Now, it is faced with the challenge to model the notion of different 
social worlds, and their interdependence. 
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To explain this, I will briefly outline the history of self-organisation in economics. 
The history begins, by most accounts, with the "invisible hand", a concept that 
migrated from astronomy to "moral science" in the late r8th century. Its applica
tion to the structure of prices and volumes exchanged made it possible to perceive 
the economic world as a set of interacting, mutually stabilizing equilibria. 

That world, however, is as stable and static as the world of galaxies and planets. By 
the end of the 19th century, much more dynamic versions were in use. One of them, 
particularly favored in the German literature, was based on the notion of organism. 
It saw the economy as part of a social entity that changed and evolved according to 
laws that were homologous to those of biological evolution. Ultimately, that devel
opment failed. There was a basic contradiction in the assumption that the elements 
of the "social organism" are individuals - who are, of course, organisms in them
selves (Hutter 1994). More successful were constructions that continued the notion 
of "general equilibrium", but added a social mechanism for dealing with frequent 
shocks and disequilibria. Even today, Walras' auctioneer or Edgeworth's recontract
ing appear in textbooks under the heading "the rules of the game". 

Contemporary theory has refined these dynamic aspects even further. The "the
ory of games" has provided a structure for analyzing interdependent decision 
sequences, modelled after the sequences of moves in simple board games (Leonard 
1995). More ambitious are approaches that try to analyze the emergence of "spon
taneous order" in the world of prices. 

In these approaches, the notion of self-organisation becomes explicit. The tools 
to model path dependency, dissipative structures or "chaos", however, are bor
rowed from physics or chemistry. In consequence, the tools are able to explain the 
self-structuring of the existing elements of a world, but not the generation of new 
eleiT'~'nts. 

The current discussion is confronted with the realization that the explanation of 
social worlds involves self-reference. Not a distant natural world is being described 
but a world to which theory itself belongs. Huw does a theory function that applies 
the notion of self-organization to itself? 

The answer to this question contains the solution to the problem of modelling 
distinct social worlds and their interdependence. The answer is logically complex 
because self-reference leads to phenomena like infinite regress and paradox which 
are conventionally avoided. At this point, the notion of "play" comes into play. 1 

Play captures the image of a closed social world. As we will see, play also serves to 
analyze the logical structure of different forms of social self-organisation. At the 
same time, the notion has an intuitive appeal. That appeal has been exploited all 
along: auction rules, game moves and global players are just a few of the terms that 
gain their rhetorical effect through the social experience of the audience, even if 
they are undefinable in the terms of the theories which they accompany and sup
port. 

Sec. I outlines the logical properties of the concept and applies it to the econom
ic world. The major advantage of the concept, however, lies in the ability to struc-
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ture and explain the interdependence of several plays. Therefore, sec. II exemplifies 
that ability by modelling the interdependence between the economic world and the 
art world. Sec. III adds the (self-referential) dimension of the world of science. 

1. Play: From Aaion to Event 

I. THE CONSTITUTIVE CRITERIA OF PLAY 

When I presented an earlier version of this paper at the conference that led to this 
volume, I began with the proposition: "Social scientists should take plays more 
seriously". The idea was to note that play is considered the counterpart of being 
serious, which throws a first light on the peculiar nature of play. 

However, there was an unexpected reaction to my use of the plural "plays". I 
was told that, in correct English, plays are always theater plays. If a more general 
meaning is intended, the appropriate term is "play". Whereas German, French and 
Italian permit the variable use of the plural (Spiele, jeux, giochz), English usage only 
knows play as an attitude, as in "child's play'', or in "playing music". Plays, instead, 
are clearly and formally defined. Most of what would be subsumed under plays in 
other languages, is called "games". Games, however, are characterized by known 
rules and specific outcomes. That makes it possible to distinguish, for instance, 
between a soccer game, as a regulated event with beginning, end and outcome, and 
soccer play, as it takes place withi..."1 the game. 

The notion of play is mentioned frequently by philosophers and social scientists, 
but it rarely is discussed beyond iL" use as a suggestive metaphor. One of the first 
to explore the phenomenon empirically as well as theoretically was Johan Huizin
ga, the eminent Dutch historian3. Homo ludens, first published in I938, is an 
impressive effort to gain understanding about play(s) by gathering all the available 
historical and ethnological evidence. Based on this evidence, Huizinga suggests the 
following criteria for play (r956:r6-r8): 

r) play is un-necessary and thus free aaion 

2) play is outside of ordinary life; it interferes with the immediate satisfaction of 
needs and desires 

3) play is closed and limited; it runs its course and has meaning in itsel£4; it has a 
repeatable temporal form, and it has strict rules for its material execution 

4) play contains an element of tension and chance; there is something "at stake" for 
the participants.5 
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Obviously, these criteria apply to a much larger set of events than only theater 
plays. In fact, everyday commentary on all sorts of social processes constantly uses 
metaphors like "play", "player", "winning" and "losing". 

In order to pursue the suggestion, we will have to solidify our theoretical foun
dations. The ground work in that respect has been laid by Gregory Bateson, the 
anthropologist, biologist, psychologist and philosopher. Bateson combines his 
observations of primitive human as well as primate cultures with his knowledge of 
logical structure. His Theory of Play and Fantasy, first published in I955, recon
structs the notion of play in terms of a theory of Logical Types, extracted from 
Russell and Whitehead's Principia Mathematica (r9ro). 

The key issue is closure. What is it that gives one the feeling that one knows 
what notes and sounds are playable in a blues tune, or that one knows who belongs 
to a tennis club and who does not? Bateson's answer is: the events of a play carry 
messages of different logical types. 

The events of a play contain concrete messages. The messages incorporate the 
rules according to which messages can be used in a specific play. Bateson (r979:r28) 
calls such messages "meta-messages".6 In addition, every move in a communica
tion play carries a message ab~ut itself, namely the message: "This is play". That 
message has the expanded structure: "These actions in which we now engage do 
not denote what those actions for which they stand would denote". The playful nip 
denotes the bite but it does not denote what would be denoted by the bite" (Bate
son I972:r8o).? This type of message is paradoxical: something is, and it is not. 
Such were the statements that Russell wanted to exclude from logical discourse. 
But such is the double-meaning of childrens' play, of drama, of a coutt ritual (be it 
feudal or legal), or of the exchange of mvw.:y tokens. The implicit statements of 
attribution or "coding" are capable of closing a di~course, of referring to its border, 
beyond which there is no meaning to the moves of that particular play. Bateson 
calls this level "context" or "frame" (1972:r86). He emphasizes that the frame is a 
premise for action, and that its determination is, in most plays, an implicit outcome 
of combinations of explicit rules. 8 

There are a number of differences between Bateson's and Huizinga's criteria. 
According to Huizinga, something must be at stake to create the necessary attrac
tion to participants, while Bateson does not stress this point. Huizinga emphasizes 
the freedom of non-ordinary action. Bateson emphasizes the structure established 
through the meta-communication of rules. Both authors emphasize the self-created 
meaning within a bordered sequence of play. Bateson is more detailed on this point. 
He is able to differentiate between meta-messages (rules) and context (closure) and 
is thus able to explain the construction of closure in logical, not just in ethymolog
ical terms. 

The discussion leaves us with three basic criteria for a definition of play: 

(r) Closure, perceived as "self-meaning" 
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(2) Contingency, within the boundaries of rules 

(3) Chance, linked to the contribution of participants. 

The discussion also clarifies the nature of the elements of plays: plays do not con
sist of particular individuals, but of events of communication. A move in a play, or 
a word in a language, is only recognizable if there is someone to understand and 
thus to continue the use of the move or play.9 Plays consist of the sequence of such 
events, be they small face-to-face encounters, or huge entertainment events in 
which millions of persons feel part of a common process. Bateson observes: "In 
ordinary parlance, "play" is not the name of an act or action; it is the name of a 
frame of action" (r979:I54) -a mutual frame, the border of a particular social world 
or social system.10 

Some of these issues are well known to economists. The status of institutions 
and rules is the to ic of a growing literature, and the special character of rules is 
well recognized b) authors like Hayek, Coase or Williamson. Particularly those 
authors who study the influence of rules have begun to realize the relevance of 
"context". Douglass North (r98r), for instance, has introduced the notion of "ide
ology", and Oliver Williamson (r985) has ventured to suggest an "economics of 
atmosphere". But it remains impossible to integrate such concepts into theories 
that are not built on self-reference. In order to be part of the theory, rules and con
text must not be determined from outside, but must be generated by the elements 
of the social world - or play - under consideration. 

2. THE ECONOMY AS A "PLAY OF MEANING" 

I will now make a first attempt to apply the suggested approach to the economy. 
Does it make sense to reconstruct an economy as a play? 

Three elementary types of plays or social systems are generally distinguished 
(Luhmann 1977). 

At one end of the scale are brief interaction plays. Examples are encounters on 
the bus, at the play ground or at a business meeting. It is in such situations that we 
most easily apply the label "play" to signify that, despite its ephemeral nature, there 
is a recognizable form, at least a beginning and an end, to the messages and actions 
exchanged in the l ~nt. 

Organizations, lne second elementary type, have set rules, and they have parti
cipating individuals playing stable roles.rr In practice, all the conscious attempts to 
activitate a sense of "corporate identity" or "corporate culture" try to draw the 
employee into the position of the participant in a play - a play where something is 
at stake for him, a play that leaves freedom for autonomous action and, finally, a 
play that has meaning.12 

Beyond organizations, we know forms of social structure that are even less con
crete: religions, nation states, legal systems, art styles, sciences and economies are 
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examples. It may not seem immediately plausible to consider such structures -
economies being one of them- as another version of play. In the case of short-lived 
interaction plays, we can watch while the play is forming, we identify rather clearly 
beginning and end. In the case of a legal system or an economy, however, we are 
born into the play(s). We learn the rules the way we learn language. Because of that 
temporal extension, we have no sensation of beginning and end, of being able to 
experience an outside to our way of acting out power, justice or scarcity. There is 
nothing playful about being sentenced, going bankrupt or experiencing the failure 
of a scientific experiment. Yet, the social process observed satisfies the criteria of 
play: closure, contingency and chance. Because of their closure, everyone of these 
plays has evolved its own notion of meaning: the moves of the particular play- vot
ing, or sentencing or paying - make sense only in the context of that play. There
fore, I will call them Plays of Meaning. 

The closure of economic plays is quite visual in the beginning. Early markets 
began within demarcated spaces, separated from normal activity by boundary 
stones. 13 Today, we do not treat them as places for certain activities anymore, but 
as a general concept. The closure of an economy is generated not through places or 
rituals, I4 but through the use of a highly specific "play chip" which controls access 
to the play, namely the use of money (Hutter 1994c). Money has meaning only 
within the closed context of a specific "currency area". Even if a currency is used 
worldwide, it can only be used in a clearly delineated subset of human interactions. 
Depending on the currency and the financial system generating it, different aspects 
of the world will be communicable as being "scarce". Scarcity is not a natural con
dition. Scarcity becomes observable only in transactions, and there it is articulated 
or communicated in terms of monetary evaiP"tion. 

Economies allow for a degree of contingency within the use of property and lia
bility rules, the use of business practices or the operation of company stock and 
currency exchanges. The contingency, in turn, permits evolutionary adaptation to 
changing environments, and it permits the introduction of novelty. 

The third criterion of play is also apparent: there is an obvious element of taking 
chances in such money games. Whereas, in earlier times, one had to "take the gam
ble" on a trade voyage, or on a mining project, today one can bet directly on a 
change in value relations of monetary titles. "To play the game" is, in fact, the 
implicit paradigm of those active in financial markets. The stakes attract a highly 
trained, and highly status- and reward-oriented subset of the work force, from 
young brokers to senior central bankers. They are the ones who generate the medi
um that reproduces the play. It is not their intention to do this. They react to 
choices for action that are designed to assure the continuity of the economic play. 

Again, I want to emphasize that the discussion of this paper does not deal with 
organisations and interactions, but concentrates on the process of communication 
on the level of Plays of Meaning. Clearly, the millions of organizations active in 
economies play a decisive role which needs to be integrated if the theory is to be 
applied to concrete phenomena. But that is a another item on the research agenda. 
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The point made up to now is more basic. The basic units of reproduction, and thus 
the sole agents of change, are not actors, equipped with perception, intention and 
judgment. The basic units are entities like the economic play. The play itself is the 
object of self-maintenance. The traditional economic actors appear now as partici
pants or players. Man is not interpreted anymore as the calculating homo oeco
nomicus, able to survive in the jungle of life like Defoe's Robinson Crusoe. He or 
she is Proust's and Joyce's multi-faceted, multi-rational homo ludens instrumental in 
continuing all the plays that make up our society. 

3· SCALES OF VALUE 

The notion of value is central to social obser 'ations, and it has played a prominent 
role in the history of economic thought. Using the proposed approach, one can see 
that we are faced with a problem of self-reference: the question is how a particular 
Play of Meaning (or discourse, or social practice, etc.) finds its own rules of obser
vation, its own priorities in describing the world. It is symptomatic that the value 
issue lost interest in economics at the point where the economic world was set 
equal to the social world. If there is only one value scale, there is no need to discuss 
the generation of alternative scales. 

The theory of social play outlined above is prepared to deal with different 
"realms of meaning". It does not have to restrict the analysis to one value scale. 
The basic structure of the problem is the following: how is a play able to observe 
itself, given that plays respond only to their internal operations?I5 

Plays consist of moves, the moves need rules, and rules need a context. The con
text is the borderline or frame of the pl~y, and yet an element of it. The context can 
be alluded to in the play by referring to something called quality or value. In any 
case, that value is not discussed (or "compromised") in the play. Yet, the play would 
be non-existent without it. Values, then, are the medium in which plays observe 
themselves. 16 

To illustrate this very basic point, I use the formulations of authors who talk 
about different scales of measurement - that of money and that of literary status. 

Mirowski emphasizes the continuous reproduction of the value medium in the 
world of economic transactions: 

" ... , in a very narrowly defined sense, in a social theory of value money, is value; 
but precisely because it is socially constituted, its invariance is not guaranteed by 
any "natural" ground, and must be continually maintained by further social 
institutions, such as the development of double-entry accounting and financial 
institutions such as banks" (I99I:n). 

Social value forms are constantly reproduced within the plays that use them. Con
stant re-evaluation is, again, the main result of Barbara Herrnstein Smith's observa
tions on the Contingency of Value in the world of literature: 
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"The endurance of a classical author such as Homer ... owes not to the alleged 
transcultural or universal value of his works but, on the contrary, to the conti
nuity of their circulation in a particular culture. Repeatedly cited and recited, 
translated, taught and imitated, and thoroughly enmeshed in the network of 
intertextuality that continuously constitutes the high culture of the orthodoxly 
educated population of the West ... " (Smith I988: 52-53). 

The value medium, then, is the construction of a particular social play. Whatever is 
outside of the value scale of a particular Play of Meaning, like the economy, art or 
science, is "beyond measure" because it cannot be observed in terms that make 
sense in that specific play. Of course, there are always local value measures used 
and reproduced in families and communities. But they do not make up for the gen
erality of the value scales generated in the more abstract plays. 

Due to their logical structure, it is impossible to conceive of a meta-play that 
would permit a comparative observation of various value scales. But there is still a 
way to observe their operation: one can observe the general process of construct
ing ratios. 17 Value ratios maintain the continuity of plays, particularly the large, 
century-old Plays of Meaning that characterize our society. In order to say anything 
more about these internal value ratios, we will have to use the same method: we 
have to compare two distinct plays, and interpret the differences observed. 

II. Value(s) in Economy and Art 

I. THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF PLAYS 

One particular value scale has emerged in the Economy. Economic value, expressed 
in money payments, is a ratio of evaluations, brought into equality by mutually 
accepting the yardstick of money. Economic value is influenced by all participants, 
but it is set by no-one - except the economic play itself. rS 

Economic value in this paper corresponds to exchange value, rather than to use 
value.19 Such a view of economic value implies a departure from the approach com
monly taken by economists. Usually, the social exchange value generated is inter
preted as a reflection of the mental use values. In this paper, social value is inter
preted as the prior event.20 

The same world that is subject to economic valuations is also subject to the 
evaluations of other Plays of Meaning, for instance, the play of Art. While quality 
has been simplified to quantities of abstract "currencies" in the Economy, it has 
been refined to subtle differences of sensual expression (visual, aural or linguistic) 
in the Arts. 21 

The differences between the two evaluations are not only interesting in them
selves. They serve a vital function. Differentiations introduced and valued in other 
plays can be used in a play's self-reproduction. To put it into the form of a 
hypothesis: 
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Plays of Meaning, like Economy and Art, continue and maintain themselves by trans
forming external values into internal values. 

In this paper, I will limit myself to a few remarks on the mutual dependency of 
these two plays. That dependency has the following logical structure: 

As play A is performed, play B constitutes the environment of play A. An effect of 
the outside play B on the inside play A can be constructed in two ways. In the first 
version, B events are part of the general environment of A. Artistic performances, 
for instance, are transformed into references for new economic events. They are 
used as a resource to reproduce the income-expenditure cycle. Vice versa, econom
ic events become a resource for literature or painting. In the more complex case, B 
events are part of a separate play whose environment comingles with the environ
ment of A. The events of B, in that case, are not themselves transformed. They 
serve as a catalyst for reproduction. Such events are not referred to in A events, and 
yet play A could not continue its reproduction without them. Artistic innovation, 
for instance, constitutes the context or background for economic communication. 
Vice versa, artistic reproduction depends on the stability and continuity of its eco
nomic context. 

With this double distinction, we can now discuss four cases as indicated in the 
matrix of fig.r. 

SOURCE EVENTS RESOURCE EVENTS 

ECONOMY 

ART 
~ 

economy 

Fig. I: Fonns of Relationships between Two Plays of Meaning 

2. THE VALUE OF ART TO THE ECONOMY 

How is artistic value transformed into economic value? 

I begin with "resource events". Economic valuation often refers to natural things, 
like bread, or cars, or houses. More and more, it refers to fiction - to stories, or 
tunes, or images. In artistic play, such fiction emerges constantly. The works of 
imagination are built according to and evaluated by artistic quality standards. In 
economic play, they appear as something that is different, difficult to do and, there-
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fore, amenable to being considered scarce. Thus, the fictional works, created in the 
outside play of Art become source events for the Economy. 

The implications of this argument are rather vast. A world that is inevitably run
ning out of natural resources cannot maintain or even increase the volume of mate
rial production at length. Creative work, however, provides an inexhaustible stream 
of scarce items. The emphasis of economic evaluation is shifting from the transfor
mation of wood and metal into payment, to the transformation of stories, tunes, 
images or performances into payment.22 

In general, information goods are generated and distributed by global media 
networks. One should expect, then, that the utilization of artistic value is also orga
nized through such companies. As far as entertainment fiction - comics, pop music, 
TV series - is concerned, such structures are easy to identify. In fact, the currently 
ongoing maneuvres to gain market positions, like Disney Corporation's purchase 
of American Broadcasting Corporation, illustrate the point.23 

There are considerable exceptions to such easy cases of commercialization. 
"Serious" art plays, i.e., plays that follow a more rigorous principle of self-evalua
tion, seem to exist independently of those commercial organizations. This indepen
dence probably reflects awareness of the conditions which a play needs to maintain 
its own vitality. We can refer back to the Huizinga-Bateson criteria for play: artistic 
plays need closure; the sense of quality must be generated internally, and, because 
of the sensual quality of the communication media, the number of participants 
must be small. Artistic play needs the contingency of making free variations within 
the "canon" of an art form, i.e., the conventions and rules that structure its events. 
And, finally, artistic play needs particip;mts who are willing to take chances. They 
put their career at stake in making or de"eloping specific artistic forms. 

In fact, we do observe that agents and sponsors maintain their distance to artists 
or artists' ensembles. Our explanation would be that only under such conditions 
can successful artistic development be expected. In the case of financial success, 
there are attempts to determine more precisely the style and shape of the artistic 
product. But even then, authors, orchestras or dance companies maintain a remark
able degree of independence. There are, on the other hand, many examples of cases 
where attempts to design artistic events according to economic values have failed. 

Notwithstanding their basic organizational independence, all art forms are 
transmitted or propagated through market channels. They have to conform to the 
technological and financial constraints of these channels, and they have to produce 
economic value for those who run the channels. In the case of theaters, museums 
and orchestras financed by communities or federal governments, the necessary 
autonomy seems to be maintained despite the dependence on politically coded 
plays. However, there is evidence that political support endangers and shapes artis
tic activity. That general conclusion is reached by traditional analysis as well. But a 
theory of play is able to specify the connections between political "source events" 
and forms of artistic play (Hutter 1992a). 

We now tum to the second category. Artistic source events refer to basic struc
tures of social perception, including our perception of space and time, of self-
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expression and of common language. To give just two examples which I have doc
umented elsewhere: The European concept of time changed in the 13th century 
from a circular, repetitive pattern to a linear form under the influence of new, rhyth
mically organized musical pieces (Hutter 1987). The concept of space changed in 
the 1_5th century due to inventions in painting, particularly the invention of central 
perspective (Hutter 1992b). The change in the communication forms available 
implied a change in context for the economy. It can be shown that the new spatial 
conventions led to an increase in planning horizons, and to new instruments for 
navigation, among other things. While the pervasive influence of another Play of 
Meaning, namely Science, on the economy is well recognized, the influence of these 
less visible effects of the art play on economic events has hardly been noticed. 

3· THE VALUE OF THE EcoNOMY TO ART 

How is the play of Art able to transform economic value into artistic value? 
The economic "resource events" valued in artistic play are those of the "given 

reality" to which an art form refers- an era's conditions of individual life, its forms 
of production, its particular rationality. The dependence is rarely as strong as in 
Balzac's Comedie Humaine. But we can trace it in the visual arts as well as in musi
cal theater. Contemporary art forms, like video clips or rap poetry play intensively 
with the economic background of their own form. 

We now turn to source events. The sources are economic transactions whose 
value influences dimensions of the play of Art. Artistic evaluation takes place in 
concrete artistic events - while ,_..;ading a poem, while listening to a sonata, while 
watching a dance performance. The players, be they individuals like authors and 
dancers, or corporate entities like orchestras and publishing houses, depend on the 
attribution of economic value in order to survive, physically and financially. The 
Economy is, then, a reservoir from which art plays draw money income as a con
text for the maintenance of the plays. Art participants treat income not as an objec
tive but as a constraint. When revenue from non-art labor increases, they tend to 
reduce the time spent in such activity (Throsby 1994). 

But the Economy is not simply a reservoir. It is itself a play, structured by 
chances, contingency and closure. I will try to structure the further elaboration of 
this point by using the three criteria stated above. 

In order to bring artistic plays on the stage, economic chances have to be taken. 
Publishers, film producers or art dealers take such chances. The skills involved are 
those of the economic play, with all the finesse necessary for survival in competitive 
markets. But they are also those of recognizing the difference and the artistic valid
ity in a proposed manuscript, a film script or a painting. 

The economic play varies constantly because of the contingencies in playing 
within the rules of the game. New product variations are tried out, successful prod
ucts are introduced in new areas. The same process channels economic value into 
artistic activities. But more than that, it leads to new artistic forms with qualities 
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that were not experienced in traditional forms. Rock music and comics series are 
examples of such developments. 

As mentioned above in discussing the reverse relationship, the closure, or self
contained meaning, of the economic play inevitably leads to conflict. It is logically 
impossible to recognize economic value when making a change in harmonic scale 
in a blues improvisation, or when mixing one's colors for a portrait. Because both 
types of value are frequently reproduced in the same event, it becomes important to 
indicate clearly which play one intends to move in. The self-styling of artists and 
the condescending attitude toward commercial activity serve an important function 
in distinguishing artistic value against a specific background, namely economic 
value. The strategy, however, only works for the artist. The gallery owner or liter
ary agent must be able to have a more ambivalent approach. We find the strongest 
conflicts of value in persons and organizations that want to maintain their partici
pation - and thus their social existence - in both plays. To sustain the tension, a 
considerable ability to tolerate ambiguity is demanded. That ambiguity, in tum, is a 
central condition for evolutionary social change.24 

To conclude: Plays of Meaning have evolved as forms of differentiation within 
the general communication of a society. They are characterized by their different 
value media. They mutually depend on the values generated by other Plays of 
Meaning for the continuity of their own self-reproduction. 

III. The Scientific Value of Play 

Wh;:;~, then, is the value of introducing the :::::>tion of play into social science, espe
cially into observations of the Economy?2 5 

I will mention five arguments, each of which implies a somewhat different theo
retical approach. 

1) There are individuals and organisations who optimize values measured by some
thing different from money, for instance, something which they call themselves 
"artistic quality". For a theory of (mono-)rational choice, this is an anomaly. For a 
theory of social play, it is easy to explain the co-existence of different modes of 
rationality. One may study the pure case, where economic rationality is reduced to 
a constraint, or the complex case where the values of the play outside of the one 
just being played are used as value references (source events and resource events). 

2) The use of the public good notion is an attempt to grasp the economic value of 
that condition which, in the theory of social play, has been called closure. The 
frame or context for the economic play, or for its various sub-plays, is, in a way, a 
public good. But it is not a public good in the sense of a modest deviation, like 
operating a swimming pool or having access to fishing grounds. The experience of 
closure, the performance of a value frame or context is public in the sense in which 
a background is public to a figure: it defines its existence. Given that relationship, 
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one can go on to explain prohibitions built into the rules of the economic or the 
artistic play which serve to prevent the intended or unintended destruction of the 
value frame in which the play in question operates. 

3) An old tradition still expresses the economic process in terms of the production 
of goods. That has the advantage of focusing on value generated for (monetary) 
transactions, but the premise of the approach is material transformation. The theo
ry of social play, in contrast, focuses on the preparation, performance and repeti
tion of events. It is no coincidence that this description is similar to that usually 
employed for transactions. The theory draws attention to the aspect that every 
transaction is an event in one or more plays. It also draws attention to the perfor
mance of event-generating industries, like telecommunication and entertainment. 
The staging of an opera, be it al stagione or in repertory, becomes a paradigmatic 

case for the new event-centered economy. 

4) Contemporary theories of evolutionary economic change have experimented 
with the notion of self-organizing or autopoietic systems. Self-organizing systems 
are usually thought of in analogy to physical, anorganic systems. The concept of 
autopoietic systems was imported from biology. There, the notion refers to the 
ability of cells and higher organisms to reproduce themselves. Introducing the 
theory of social play, the analogy can be extended. Biological systems accomplish 
reproduction by differentiating between genotype and phenotype reproduction. 
The reproduction of plays has much in common with the process of genetic repro
duction: information is continuously copied and reproduced, closure and rules 
insure the stability of the information complex, only a few variations are able to 

survive in a given social context. Such variations operate, at first, in a state of 
ambiguous interpretation, until they are selected as a recognizable alternative. 

The relationship between the theory of play and the theory of individual choice 
can be expressed in these tem;~: play theory deals with the process of genetic 
change; it works with the assumption that the actions of phenotypes are the geno
types' way of achieving reproduction.26 Choice theory deals with the process of 
phenomenal change; it works from the assumption that there is only one genotype 
of communication. Since the relationship is, in fact, circular, both assumptions need 
to be adjusted in order to reflect that condition. 

However, we are not dealing with a symmetric case of complementarity. On 
one hand, there is a theory with a solid tradition, empirical validation and wide dif
fusion, based on the observation of visible actions. On the other hand, there is a 
rather embryonic theory with untested connotations and implications, based on 
the observation of imputed observations. 

5) The attitude toward public good type problems is still one that favors political 
intervention. However, there is a widespread consensus that, particularly with 
respect to the provision of cultural goods, we observe state failure as well as market 
failure. Any conscious intervention or support, no matter how well-intended, has 
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side effects and risk> the destruction of the supported play's internal valuation 
process. The theory of social play favors policy approaches imported from individ
ual therapy and organization consultancy. The first tenet is the self-determined 
nature of the "client system". In cases where the interference is permanent, the 
interaction between the plays should be one of mutual valuation - on the level of 
organizations as well as on the more abstract level of recognizing values of the 
other Play of Meaning. All other interferences should be designed so as to make 
themselves superfluous after a while. 

Dialogue 

Klamer: Your concept of play appears to be the most pertinent way to characterize 
the various realms of practices that we have distinguished in our discussions. It 
helps us to distinguish economy and art as different plays of meaning, yet, at the 
same time, you provide us with a framework with which to investigate the ways 
these two interact. At any rate, I found support in your discussion for my convic
tion that a study of the world of the arts compels us, economists, to change our 
strategy and look for an alternative framework. I see remarkable similiarities 
between our approaches as you, like myself, show the differences between the 
world of the economy and of the arts. 

Hutter: I agree. The scientific approach of standard economics uses a particular 
analytical framework for all social phenomena. It undoubtedly gives you a coherent 
way of looking at things but the coherence is in the economic nature of the phe
nomena. But even without recognizing it you will presume one unique value scale; 
that value scale may make perfect sense in the economic world but only limited 
sense in the artistic world. The problem is rather how to deal with value scales that 
diifer from one realm of discourse to another. That issue is unknown to economic 
theory as we know it. 

Klamer: On that point we agree. 

Hutter: It's a bold statement to make, though. I have found that in order to account 
for different value scales you need to turn to a more general social theory. That is 
what I am trying to do here. With the four types of relationship that I indicate in 
the matrix, I try to indicate possibilities for studying the interactions between the 
economy and att as interactions between two different plays. 

KU:mer: As president of the association of cultural economics you have tried to get 
this message across to an audience of economists. Does it work? 

Hutter: I find that the juxtaposition of economy and att brings out the existence of 
different scales in the most evident way. The continuous public disussion between 
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those two worlds makes the clash in values obvious. That makes it hard for econo
mists to ignore its existence. As a consequence you find a lot of research along 
these lines in cultural economics. I list the major issues in the final section of my 
paper; the most essential one is the quality issue because there is no way to explain 
the fact that artists have their own quality. In cultural economics you find very 
imaginative applications of traditional economic tools to these phenomena, but 
you also find increased readiness to turn to alternative approaches because of the 
scope of the problem. 

Klamer: Do you see significant differences between our approaches? 

Hutter: I find that your emphasis on communication and on value makes a very 
strong common point. With my approach I immediately see for instance the differ
ence between the communication of scientists on one side, and the communication 
of the participants in the economy on the other side. That fits in with your rhetori
cal approach. I nly feel that many of the strong intuitions of your approach, and 
also much of tln: broad literature which you tap can be structured in a more sys
tematic way by using my framework. 
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NoTES CHAPTER 6 

I That view was effectively obliterated by Peacock (I983). 
2 Possible reasons for this are discussed in Tawse (I996l-
3 See Peacock and Weir (I975l, Peacock (I979), Tawse (1994b), and Peacock and MacQueen 

(I995). 
4 Those with a whetted appetite might like to look at my book on singers, which attempt

ed to put real flesh on the bones of the operation of that market (Tawse, I993l-

NOTES CHAPTER 7 

I Klamer's criticism of the single-minded use of economic concepts to activities that are 
generally thought to be important elements of a "good life", such as art, friendship and 
love, is a member of an ancient family. In fact, Klamer echoes in many respects Aristotle's 
critique on Plato's ideas about rationality in ethics. Cf. (Nussbaum I990, Chpt. 2 and 3.) 

2 Durkheim I964) Durkheim's conscience commun or colleaive is the set of beliefs and sen
timents common to the avarage member of a single society which forms a detemrinate 
system that has its own life. The French word conscience embraces the meanings of the 
two English words "conscience" and "consciousness". Cf. (Lukes I973l 

3 This is obvious for Weber and Simmel. Although I will not go into details here, it is also 
arguably true for Durkheirn. 

NOTES CHAPTER 8 

I The phrase is not simply a play of words. It reflects the applicability of the same notion to 
theory construction itself. 

2 However, among the authors making use of the term in more than suggestive ways are 
Bourdieu, Caillois, Derrida, Gadamer, Goffman, Goodman, Sennett and Wittgenstein. 

3 Of course, there are numerous older references. In the German discourse, for instance, 
Schiller holds a prominent place for his discussion of art in terms of "play without inter
est" (1962: 407), following, in tum, Kantian notions. 

4 Huizinga illustrates this fundamental point by noting that we speak of "playing a play" 
because there is no other verb that could be substituted (1956:48). 

5 In his brief discussion of Huizinga, Sennett (1977: ch.I4) quotes the first three criteria in a 
very similar fashion, but leaves out the fourth one. 

6 Explicit rules are always only a small subset of the total set of rules. Wittgenstein 
(1971:59) makes that point with reference to tennis games. 

7 Bateson wrote down his theory after observing monkeys playing "combat" (1972: 179). 
8 Bateson was able to demonstrate that maltreattnent of logical typing - being confused 

about the borders of different plays one is involved in - can be the cause of schizophrenic 
symptoms (Bateson 1979: 139). 

Bateson also traces humor to the paradoxical nature of something that is and is not at 
the same time. "In the absence of the distortions of logical typing, humor would be 
unnecessary and perhaps could not exist." (Bateson I979= I29) 

9 The logical structure of such an event is one of "double contingency": the participants 
depend on each other's premises in a circular fashion. The structure has been well 
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explored in sociological systems theory. See, with an application to the topic of play, 

Baecker (1997). 
10 In fact, the term "play" as it is used in this paper is synonymous to the term "social sys

tem" as it has been developed by Luhmann (Luhmann 1995). The advantage of the term 
"play" lies in its immediate focus on self-generated, bordered events. 

rr Some contributors to business economics recognize that the ongoing social process with-
in corporations can be observed in terms of play (Crozier/Friedberg I977l-

12 On new developments in the form of economic organizations see Hutter/Teubner I993· 
I3 See Agnew 1986: 2of. 
14 Pre-modem times were rich in the symbolic use of plays to indicate closure and distinc

tion. For a detailed study on Renaissance courts see Guerzoni I994· 
15 Note that the subject of the sentence is play itself. If we were to introduce other subjects, 

like players, we would violate the consistency of the theory which calls for strictly inter
nal self-organisation: events lead to new events, everything else remains in the environ
ment of that social world. 

r6 In contemporary social systems theory one would use the distinction of form and medi
um (Baecker 1996). Form is defined as anything that consists of rigidly coupled elements, 
whereas the medium is the loose coupling of the same elements. For instance, air waves 
are a medium for the forms of words, musical sounds or the patter of applause, alphabets 
are the medium for written words. 

17 The notion of a ratio, in the sense of a continuous comparison, is due to Simmel (1905). 
Simmel also points out that only equality "at the margin" counts, not a comparison of 
total value. 

Although Simmel's Philosophy of Money is clearly part of the old value debate, its clar
ity of insight is unsurpassed. See Hutter 1994b for a longer discussion. 

18 Theories of value have lost currency in economics. The notion was hotly debated until 
the early days of this century, particularly by the Gennan-speaking economists, but inter
est waned after the success of the new epistemology which equated the ancient "intrinsic 
value" with subjective utility (Hicks 1938). relative (money) prices are the only indications 
of value recognizable in a world of Rational Choice. At the same time, there is a popular 
presumption that the conduct of science is or ought to be disinterested, and thus free of 
self-value. 

19 The term "use value" is an unfortunate one, because it suggests a comparability between 
individual valuations which does not exist. Use value refers to individuals and thus to 
mental processes. These processes are internal to human minds, but outside of the moves 
of a particular play. 

Mental evaluation is the reflection of social value ratios. In the mental process, the val
uations of different plays are, in turn, brought into relationship, and the values of different 
plays are weighed with respect to the individual's intentions. In human beings, that reflec
tion assumes the form of specific feelings. The intensity of such feelings makes values, like 
money ratios, recognizable and memorable to organisms. Through social values, obser
vations are translated into feelings, but that translation process is, to repeat the point, the 
reflection of events taking place in the plays, not a distinct and separate phenomenon. 

20 The relationship is, in fact, circular. One may therefore transpose the notion of self-mean
ing also to use the value, and thus to a system outside the play. Note, on this point, the 
following obvervation by Baudrillard: "Value in the case of use value is enveloped in a 
total mystery, for it is grounded anthropologically in the (self-) 'evidence' of a naturalness, 

in an unsurpassable original reference ... Value becomes absolutely self-evident, 'Ia chose 
Ia plus simple'"(r981: 130). 
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21 Sennett makes the point that the aesthetic training inherent in child's play serves to 
increase the confidence in the expressivity of behavior that is artificially structured (Sen

nett 1977: 354). 
22 There is a second aspect wotth mentioning: artistic value serves as an indicator for the 

position of players in the Economy. Artistic forms provide a way to signal and to read 
positions, and thus they help to organize the play, particularly in situations outside of 
organizations. See Sinimel 1905. 

23 Organisation plays alw maintain themselves by "feeding" on external values. Corpora
tions depend on the coding activity of the economic play. Given the relative prices, they 
are able to plan their own activities of material and communicative transformation. 

24 On the role of ambiguity in the evolution of monetary forms see Hutter 1994c. 
25 Science is, in the chosen perspective, another Play of Meaning, the one that draws its clo

sure from the concept of truth. Thus, science loses the uniqueness of its position. It con
structs fictions just like any other Play of Meaning. Similar to Art, the play of Science takes 
place in texts and books, and in performances, ranging from lectures to conferences. Also 
in a similar manner, the autonomy of scientific value with respect to economic valuation 
is always at risk. 

In fact, the sub-play of economic science seems to be an excellent example: reputation 
in economics reproduces itself according to internal criteria. The initiation of new con
tributors implies changes in personal identity (Colander/Klamer 1987). One can add 
now: the continuity of complex tautologies around a basic core of belief is a necessity for 
such complex plays. 

26 In terms of the metaphor introduced by Samuel Butler: individuals are the hens used by 
the (genetic) eggs to make more eggs. 


